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Abstract

This paper describes a general and e ective method for backward dependence analysis in
the presence of recursive data constructions. The goal is to identify partially dead recursive
data and eliminate dead computations on them. The method uses projections based on general
regular tree grammars extended with the notion of live and dead, and de nes the analysis as mutually recursive grammar transformers. To guarantee that the analysis terminates, we describe
how to use nite grammar abstract domains or carefully designed approximation operations.
For methods based on nite domains, we describe a new application in caching intermediate
results for program improvement. For methods based on approximation operations, we describe algorithms for three such operations that together produce more precise analysis results
than previous methods. Finally, the analysis results are used to identify and eliminate dead
computations.

1 Introduction
Dead computations produce values that never get used [3]. While programmers are not likely to
write code that performs dead computations, such code appears often as the result of program
optimization, modi cation, and reuse. There are also other programming activities that do not
explicitly involve live or dead code but rely on similar notions, e.g., program slices [42, 36]. Analysis
for identifying live or dead code, or code of similar relevance, has been studied and used widely
[9, 8, 22, 32, 3, 21, 18, 13, 23, 28, 27, 39, 36]. It is essentially backward dependence analysis that
aims to compute minimal sucient information needed for producing certain results. We call this
dead code analysis, bearing in mind that it may be used for many other purposes.
In recent years, dead code analysis has been made more precise so that more dead code can
be identi ed in more complicated computations [18, 13, 23, 27, 36, 6]. A particularly important
problem is to identify dead computations on recursive data. Recursive data constructions are
used increasingly widely in high-level languages, and dead code analysis for them is important for
various program manipulations [21, 18, 28, 27, 36]. The goal is to identify partially dead recursive
data.1 It is dicult because the structures of general recursive data can be de ned by the user, and
dead computations on such data may be on recursive substructures interleaved with other recursive
substructures on which the computations are live. Several methods have been studied, but all have
limitations: specifying only heads and tails of list values [21], handling only list context where every
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head context and every tail context is the same [18], relying on crude methods to force termination
[27], or using a limited class of regular tree grammars [36].
This paper describes a general and e ective method for eliminating dead computations on recursive data. The method represents partially dead recursive data using projections based on general
regular tree grammars extended with the notion of live and dead. The analysis is de ned as mutually recursive grammar transformers that capture exact backward dependencies. To guarantee
that the analysis terminates, we use either nite grammar abstract domains or carefully designed
approximation operations. We show that appropriate nite grammar abstract domains can often be
obtained for speci c applications, and we describe a new application: caching intermediate results
for program improvement. For general applications, we describe how to approximate argument projections with grammars that can be computed without iterating and how to approximate resulting
projections with a widening operation. We design an approximation operation that combines two
grammars eciently to give the most precise deterministic result possible. The overall analysis
yields more precise results than other known methods. Finally, the analysis results are used to
identify and eliminate dead computations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes a programming language with
recursive data constructions. Section 3 discusses how to represent partially dead recursive data.
Sections 4, 5, and 6 describe the analysis, nite grammar abstract domains, and approximation
operations, respectively. Section 7 uses analysis results to eliminate dead computations. Section 8
discusses applications and relevant issues. Section 9 compares with related work and concludes.

2 Language
We use a simple rst-order functional programming language. The expressions of the language are
given by the following grammar:
e ::= v
variable
j c(e1 ; :::; en )
constructor application
j p(e1 ; :::; en )
primitive function application
j f (e1; :::; en )
function application
j if e1 then e2 else e3 conditional expression
j let v = e1 in e2
binding expression
Each constructor c, primitive function p, and user-de ned function f has a xed arity. If a constructor c has arity 0, then we write c instead of c(). New constructors can be declared, together
with their corresponding arities. When needed, we use cn to denote that c has arity n. For each
constructor cn declared, there is a primitive function c? that tests whether the argument is an
application of c; for n > 0, there is a primitive function ci for each i = 1::n that selects the ith
component in an application of c. A program is a set of mutually recursive function de nitions of
the form:
f (v1 ; :::; vn ) = e
(1)
together with a set of constructor declarations, and a function f0 that is to be evaluated with some
input x = hx1 ; :::; xn i. Figure 1 gives some example de nitions, assuming that constructors nil0 and
cons2 are declared in the programs where they are used. For ease of reading, we use car for cons1
and use cdr for cons2 in programs. Later we will also use constructor triple3 and its corresponding
selectors 1st, 2nd, and 3rd.
We use call-by-value semantics for this language. Well-de ned expressions evaluate to constructed data, such as cons(3; nil), and we use ? to denote the value of unde ned (non-terminating)
2

cut(n; l) : for n  0 and l longer than 2n + 1,
take 2n + 1 elements o the head of l,
then put n on the head
cut(n; l) = if n = 0 then cons(0; cdr(l))
else cons(n; cdr(cdr(cut(n , 1; cdr(l)))))

odd(x) : return elements of x at odd positions
even(x) : return elements of x at even positions
odd(x) = if null(x) then nil
else cons(car(x); even(cdr(x)))
even(x) = if null(x) then nil
else odd(cdr(x))

Figure 1: Example function de nitions
expressions. So, if the value of any subexpression is ?, then the value of the super expression is
?. For example, if the value of some ei is ?, then the value of c(e1 ; :::; en ) is ?. In particular, the
tester and selectors corresponding to a constructor c are de ned precisely as follows: given a value
x,
8
>
< true if x = cn (x1 ; :::; xn )
n
c ?(x) = > false if x = dm(x1 ; :::; xm ) and d 6= c
:
otherwise
(2)
( ?
n
x = c (x1 ; :::; xn )
cni (x) = x?i ifotherwise
Since a program can use data constructions c(e1 ; :::; en ) in recursive function de nitions, the data
it processes can be recursive. Therefore, we may have data structures of unbounded size, i.e., sizes
not bounded in any way by the size of the program but determined by particular inputs to the
program.
There can be values, which can be subparts of constructed data, computed by a program that
are not needed in obtaining any outputs of the program. To improve program eciency, we can
eliminate such dead computations and use a special symbol as a placeholder for the value of such
a computation. A constructor application might not evaluate to even if some arguments evaluate
to . A primitive function application or a conditional expression must evaluate to (or ?) if
any of its subexpressions evaluate to . Whether a function application (or a binding expression)
evaluates to depends on the values of the arguments (or the bound variable) and how they are
used in the function de nition (or the body).

3 Representing partially dead recursive data

Projections. Since constructed data can be recursive, and subparts of them can be dead, to

present analysis results, we rst need a way of describing partially dead recursive data. Note that
completely live or dead data are special cases of partially dead data.
Domain projection [37, 15] has been shown to be a clean tool for describing partial constructed
data by simply projecting out the parts that are of interest [41, 24, 31, 36]; we use this notion to
project out the parts of data that are live. Let X be the domain of all possible values computed by
our programs, including ? and values containing . For any value x in X , ? v x; for two values
x1 and x2 other than ?,
(3)
x1 v x2 i x1 = ; or
x1 = x2 ; or
x1 = c(x11 ; :::; x1n ); x2 = c(x21 ; :::; x2n ); and x1i v x2i for i = 1::n.
3

A projection over X is a function  : X ! X such that (x) v x and ((x)) = (x) for any x 2 X .
Two special projections are ID and AB . ID is the identity function: ID(x) = x. AB is the absence
function: AB (x) = for any x 6= ?, and AB (?) = ?. To project out parts of a constructed data
cn(x1 ; :::; xn ), we use projections denoted Tcn(1; :::; n ), and we de ne:
( n
x = cn (x1 ; :::; xn )
Tcn(1 ; :::; n )(x) = c? (1 (x1 ); :::; n (xn )) ifotherwise
(4)
If a constructor c has arity 0, then we use Tc in place of Tc(). For example, Tcons(ID; Tcons(AB; AB ))
projects out a cons structure with its head and with its tail projected out to a cons structure
with neither the head nor the tail, and Tnil projects out simply the nil structure. To summarize,
a projection is a function; when applied to constructed data, it returns the data with only the
corresponding live parts left and the dead parts replaced by .

Grammar-based projections. Since our data structures can be recursive and thus have un-

bounded sizes, precise descriptions of partially dead data structures can have unbounded sizes as
well so that they can not be computed exactly by a terminating analysis of programs.
Formal language theory is a powerful framework for representing unbounded structures using
bounded representations, which are often even precise [12]. In particular, regular tree grammars
have been used to describe partial data structures and other data ow information [20, 30, 31, 5,
38, 12, 36]. We describe partially dead recursive data using projections that are represented using
regular tree grammars. A regular-tree-grammar-based projection G is a quadruple hT ; N ; P ; S i,
where T is a set of terminal symbols including ID, AB , and Tc for all constructors c, N is a set of
nonterminal symbols N , P is a set of production rules of the form:

N ) ID; N ) AB; or N ) Tcn(N1 ; :::; Nn );
(5)
and S is a start symbol. The language LG generated by G is the set f 2 T  j S ) G g of sentences.
The projection function that G represents is:
G(x) = tf(x) j  2 LG g:
(6)
where t is the least upper bound operation for v. It's easy to see that G(x) is well-de ned for x 2 X .
In particular, we overload ID to denote the grammar with only a production S ) ID, and overload
AB to denote the grammar with only a production S ) AB . For ease of presentation, when no
confusion arises, we use the start symbol S , with associated productions when necessary, possibly in
compact forms, to denote such a grammar-based projection. For example, fS ) Tnil j Tcons(AB; S )g 2
projects out a list with only its spine but not any elements, and fS ) Tnil j Tcons(N; S ); N ) :::g
projects out a list whose elements are projected by N .

For convenience of the analysis framework, we extend the regular tree grammars to allow productions of the form:
(7)
N ) N 0 or N ) Tci (N 0 );
where terminal symbols Tci are for selectors ci , and we de ne:
8
>
< ID if  = ID
(8)
Tci () = > i if  = Tcn(1 ; :::; n )
: AB otherwise
2

Note that this denotes a grammar with one production in compact form. It does not denote a set comprehension.
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Given such an extended regular tree grammar sG whose production set P contains productions of
the form (5) and (7), we can de ne a relation ) to shortcut productions of the form (7):
s R i
N)

N ) R, where R is of the form of a right hand side of (5), or
s R, or
N ) N 0 and N 0 )
s T n(N ; :::; N ), and N )
s
N ) Tci (N 0), N 0 )
c 1
n
i R.

(9)

We can construct a regular tree grammar G0 whose production set P 0 contains only productions of
the form (5) such that LG = LG0 :

P 0 = P [ fN ) R : N )s Rg , fN ) Z : Z is of the form of a right hand side of (7)g:

(10)

This construction is similar to when only the selector form is used [20]. The proof that LG = LG0
is also similar, and we omit it here. We simply call an extended regular tree grammar a regular
tree grammar.

Grammar abstract domains. Program analysis associates abstract values, such as grammar-

based projections, with particular indices, such as functions, parameters, and subexpressions. A
projection associated with an index indicates how much of the value computed at this index is live.
Let I be the set of indices I , and G be the set of regular tree grammars G. De ne an abstract
domain D = I ! G . For two regular-tree-grammar-based projections G1 and G2 , we de ne:

G1  G2 i

81 2 LG ; 92 2 LG ; 1  2;
where for two sentences 1 and 2 , we de ne by overloading :
1  2 i 1 = AB; or
1

2

2 = ID; or
1 = Tc(11 ; :::; 1n ); 2 = Tc(21 ; :::; 2n ); and 1i  2i for i = 1::n.

(11)
(12)

We can compute the least upper bound G1 _ G2 of two grammars G1 = hT1 ; N1 ; P1 ; S1 i and G2 =
hT2; N2 ; P2 ; S2i, assuming all nonterminals in them are renamed so that those in G1 are distinct
from those in G2 , and S is a nonterminal not used in G1 or G2 :

G1 _ G2 = hT1 [ T2 ; N1 [ N2 [ fS g; P1 [ P2 [ fS ) S1 ; S ) S2 g; S i

(13)

We say two grammars G1 and G2 are equivalent i G1  G2 and G2  G1 . We reason about
grammar orderings modulo this equivalence. This equivalence is decidable for two reasons. First,
given G1 and G2 , the question LG  LG is decidable [14, 4]. Second, given G1 and G2 , we can
construct G01 and G02 such that G1  G2 i LG0  LG0 . The construction of G0i (for i = 1; 2) from
G1 and G2 , has three steps, assuming that nonterminals in them are renamed so that those in G1
are distinct from those in G2 :
1. Let G0i = Gi .
2. If N ) ID 2 Pi , then add to Pi0 the production N ) AB and the productions N )
Tcn(N1 ; :::; Nn ) for all terminals Tcn and nonterminals N1 ; :::; Nn used in P1 or P2 .
3. If N ) Tcn(N1 ; :::; Nn ) 2 Pi for any terminal Tcn and nonterminals N1 ; :::; Nn , then add to Pi0
the production N ) AB .
1

2

1

2
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Step 2 guarantees that, if N can derive ID, then N can derive every sentence in LG and LG .
Step 3 guarantees that, if N can derive some sentence, then it can derive AB . The above grammar
ordering can be de ned in a pointwise fashion (with respect to elements of I ) on the domain D,
though we will mostly use the ordering on a per-point basis. Note that this (pointwise) ordering
does not form a complete partial order.
z }|n {
We use CON to denote the grammar with productions S ) Tcn(N; :::; N ) for all possible constructors cn and N ) AB . Given a grammar G = hT ; N ; P ; S i, we use Gci to denote the part of
G restricted to the ith component of a cn structure (i  n), assuming Si is a nonterminal not in
used in G:
(14)
Gci = hT ; N [ fSi g; P [ fSi ) Tci (S )g; Si i
and we use Gci to denote using G as the ith component of a cn structure (i  n), assuming that
S0 is a nonterminal not used in G:
1

,1 { z n}|,i {
z i}|
Gci = hT ; N [ fS0 g; P [ fS0 ) Tcn(N; :::; N; S; N; :::; N ); N ) AB g; S0 i

2

(15)

For example, if nil and cons are all possible constructors in values computed in a program, as
we assume for functions odd and even, then CON = fS ) Tnil j Tcons(AB; AB )g. If G = ID, then
Gcons = Gcons = ID, Gcons = fS ) Tcons(ID; AB )g, and Gcons = fS ) Tcons(AB; ID )g.
1

2

1

2

4 Analyzing partially dead recursive data
We develop a backward analysis that, given how much of the value of a function f is live, computes
how much of each parameter of f is live.

Transformers for grammar-based projections. The basic idea is that a projection associated

with an index can be transformed into projections associated other indices based on the semantics
of the program segments involved. For example, how much of result of a function is live can be
transformed into how much of a parameter is live. We use f i to denote such a projection transformer:
it takes a projection that is applied to the result of f and returns a projection that is to be applied
to the ith parameter; f i must satisfy the suciency condition: if Gi = f i(G), then

G(f (v1 ; :::; vi ; :::; vn )) v f (v1; :::; Gi (vi); :::; vn )

(16)

for all values of v1 ; :::; vn . Similarly, how much of the value of an expression is live can be transformed
into how much of a variable is live. We use ev to denote such a projection transformer: it takes a
projection that is applied to e and returns a projection that is to be applied to every instance of v
in e; a similar suciency condition must be satis ed: if G0 = ev (G), then

G(e) v e[G0 (v)=v]

(17)

for all values of the variables in e.
For a function de nition of the form f (v1 ; :::; vn ) = e, how much of the ith parameter is live in
computing the value of f is just how much of vi is live in computing the value of e. So, we de ne
f i(G) = evi (G) for each f and i, and de ne ev based on the structure of e, possibly referring to the
f i's, thus forming recursive de nitions. We de ne:

ev (AB ) = AB:
6

(18)

For G 6= AB , we de ne ev (G) in Figure 2. Rules (1) and (2) are straightforward. Rules (3)-(5)
handle data constructions; as a special case of (3), for a constructor c of 0 arity, the right hand
side is AB . Rule (6) is simple; note that, if we assume that these primitive functions, not including
ci 's or c?'s, are de ned on only primitive types such as boolean or integer, then we can use CON 's
in place of ID's in the right hand side. Rule (7) is the recursive de nition using f i's. Rules (8)
follows from the semantics of conditional expressions; in fact, we can use CON in place of ID as a
sucient context for the condition. Rule (9) follows from the semantics of binding expressions; it
assumes that the bound variable u has been renamed so that it is di erent from v.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

vv (G)
uv (G)
(c(e1 ; :::; en ))v (G)
(ci (e))v (G)
(c?(e))v (G)
(q(e1 ; :::; en ))v (G)
(f (e1 ; :::; en ))v (G)
(if e1 then e2 else e3 )v (G)
(let u = e1 in e2 )v (G)

G
AB
if u 6= v
e1 v (Gc1 ) _ ::: _ en v (Gc )
ev (Gc )
ev (CON )
e1 v (ID) _ ::: _ en v (ID)
if q is p other than ci or c?
e1 v (f 1 (G)) _ ::: _ en v (f n (G))
e1 v (ID) _ e2 v (G) _ e3 v (G)
e1 v (e2 u (G)) _ e2 v (G)
assume u 6= v after renaming

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

n

i

Figure 2: De nition of ev (G) for G 6= AB
It is easy to see that each rule guarantees sucient information, and thus the suciency conditions are satis ed by recursion induction. In particular, our analysis does not report error, i.e.,
unde ned values. For example, in rule (3), if the argument G contains no sentence of the form
Tc(1 ; :::; n ), then the program contains an unexpected error; by de nition, Gci = AB for all
i = 1::n. Also, in rule (5), if the argument is not AB or ID, then the program contains an unexpected error. This does not falsify our suciency conditions since, where the program contains an
error, the left hand side of a suciency condition is ? and thus the condition holds de nitely. On
the other hand, we could extend our analysis to report the above errors by adding a top projection
TOP (x) = ? that denotes and propagates them but, due to undecidabilities, no analysis can report
all errors. So, we have kept our analysis simple and sound. We can also easily show by induction
that each transformer is a monotone function.
Example 4.1 For the functions odd, even, and cut in Figure 1, we obtain the following de nitions:
odd1 (G) = (null(x))x (ID) _ nilx(G) _ (cons(car(x); even(cdr(x)))) x(G) by (8)
= xx (CON ) _ AB _ (car(x))x (Gcons ) _ (even(cdr(x)))x (Gcons ) by (5)(3)(3)
= CON _ AB _ xx (Gcons )cons _ (cdr(x))x (even1 (Gcons ))
by (1)(4)(7)
1
= CON _ AB _ (Gcons )cons _ (even (Gcons ))cons
by (1)(4)(1)
= CON _ (Gcons )cons _ (even1 (Gcons ))cons
simpli cation
even1 (G) = CON _ (odd1 (G))cons
similarly
2
2
cut (G) = (Gcons )cons _ (cut (((Gcons )cons )cons ))cons
For example, odd1 (ID) computes how much of the ( rst) argument of odd is live, cut2 (ID) computes
how much of the second argument of cut is live, and cut2 (fS ) Tcons(AB; AB )g) computes how much
of the second argument of cut is needed to return a cons structure.
1

2

1

1

1

2

1

1

2

2

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2
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Computing
transformer applications. To compute f0i (G0 ) for some f0i and G0 , if the de nii
0

0

tion of f0 does not involve recursion, then we can compute directly using its de nition. If the de nition involves recursion, then we can start at the bottom element for every f i, i.e., f i (0) = G:AB ,
and iteratively compute f i (k+1) 's using the values of f i (k) 's until all involved values stabilize. Here,
f i(k+1) is the approximation in iteration k + 1 to the value of f i. However, this iteration may not
terminate, for two reasons.
First, computing certain f1i (k ) (G1 ) may involve computing f1i (k ,1) (G2 ) for a new G2 , and
f1i (G2 ) must stabilize before f1i (G1 ) can, but then similarly we may need to rst stabilize f1i (G3 ),
f1i (G4 ), and so on, and this may never terminate. For example, to compute cut2(ID ), we need to
compute cut2 (fS ) Tcons(AB; Tcons(AB; ID))g), cut2 (fS ) Tcons(AB; Tcons(AB; Tcons(AB; ID )))), and
so on, even though we can see that the result seems to stabilize at fS ) Tcons(AB; ID)g. See
the table below. In this table, each column contains successive approximations to the value of
applying cut2 to the projection at the top of the column. To help track the results of di erent
transformer applications, we attach a unique tag, shown as a subscript, for the initial value AB of
each transformer application and keep the tag as long as possible.
0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

fS ) Tcons(AB; Tcons(AB; ID))gfS ) Tcons(AB; Tcons(AB; Tcons(AB; ID)))g:::
AB
AB
:::
fS ) Tcons(AB; Tcons(AB; N )); :::
N ) ID j AB g

cut2 ID
(0)
AB1
(1)
fS ) Tcons(AB; N );
N ) ID j AB 2 g

2

3

1

1

simplify:

simplify:

3

fS ) Tcons(AB; ID)g
fS ) Tcons(AB; Tcons(AB; ID))g
fS ) Tcons(AB; N );
:::
N ) ID j Tcons(AB; Tcons(AB; ID))g

(2)

2

2

simplify:

fS ) Tcons(AB; ID)g
::: :::

For another example, to compute cut2 (fS ) Tcons(AB; AB )g), we need to compute cut2 (fS )
Tcons(AB; Tcons(AB; AB ))g), cut2 (fS ) Tcons(AB; Tcons(AB; Tcons(AB; AB )))), and so on, and the result
does not even stabilize:
cut2 fS ) Tcons(AB; AB)g
(0)
AB 1
(1)
fS ) Tcons(AB; N );
N ) AB j AB 2 g

fS ) Tcons(AB; Tcons(AB; AB))g
AB
fS ) Tcons(AB; N );
N ) Tcons(AB; AB) j AB g
2

simplify:

(2)

fS ) Tcons(AB; Tcons(AB; Tcons(AB; AB)))g:::
AB
AB
fS ) Tcons(AB; N );
N ) Tcons(AB; Tcons(AB; AB )) j AB g
3

3

simplify:

4

1

1

simplify:

4

fS ) Tcons(AB; AB)g
fS ) Tcons(AB; Tcons(AB; AB))g
fS ) Tcons(AB; Tcons(AB; Tcons(AB; AB)))g
fS ) Tcons(AB; Tcons(AB; N ));fS ) Tcons(AB; Tcons(AB; N ));
N ) Tcons(AB; AB ) j AB g N ) Tcons(AB; Tcons(AB; AB )) j AB g
1

3

simplify:

1

4

simplify:

fS ) Tcons(AB; Tcons(AB; fS ) Tcons(AB; Tcons(AB;
Tcons(AB; AB )))g
Tcons(AB; Tcons(AB; AB ))))g
::: :::

Second, even if f1i needs to be computed on a nite number of arguments, the resulting projections of, say, f1i (G1 ) may be a strictly increasing chain of grammars with no limit. For example,
the resulting projections of odd1 (ID) and even1 (ID) are strictly increasing:
1

1

odd1 (ID)
AB o
(1)
fS ) Tnil j Tcons(ID; AB e )g
(2)
fS ) Tnil j Tcons(ID; N ); N ) Tnil j Tcons(AB; ABo )g
::: :::
(0)

8

even1 (ID)
ABe
fS ) Tnil j Tcons(AB; ABo )g
fS ) Tnil j Tcons(AB; M ); M ) Tnil j Tcons(ID; ABe )g
:::

There are three standard ways to guarantee the termination of the iteration: using nite transformers, using nite abstract domains, or using approximation operations. Finite transformers can
be obtained by restricting them to be written in a speci c meta-language [12]. This meta-language
corresponds to a restricted class of regular tree grammars extended with selectors [20, 12] and
can be rewritten as a set of constraints [16, 17, 12]. As discussed by Cousot and Cousot, this is
essentially a masking of the explicit use of an approximation, called widening, when de ning transformers [12]. Appropriate nite abstract domains can often be obtained for various applications of
the analysis, and they can provide suciently precise analysis results on a per-program basis. We
discuss this method and one of its new applications in Section 5. Approximation operations provide
a more general solution and make the analysis framework more modular and exible. In Section 6,
we describe three approximation operations that together allow our analysis to give more precise
results than previous methods.

5 Using nite grammar abstract domains
As with most analyses based on abstract interpretation [1], we can use a nite abstract domain D.
In particular, we can do this on a per-program basis. Since the set I of indices is nite for a given
program, we just need to use a nite domain G of grammars.
Once G is nite, to compute f0i (G0 ) for some f0i and G0 , we can start at f i (G) = AB for every
f i and G in the nite domain of grammars and iterate using the de nitions until a xed point is
reached, i.e., we set f i(0) (G) = AB for all f i and G, and we compute f i(k+1) (G)'s following their
de nitions, using the values of f i(k) (G)'s when needed, until their values stabilize. This always
terminates since the abstract domain is nite. Finally, we can retrieve the value of f0i (G0 ) for the
particular f0i and G0 of interest.
We can also compute f0i (G0 ) for particular f0i and G0 in an on-demand fashion. We demand
to compute f0i (0) (G0 ); f0i (1) (G0 ), and so on, one in each iteration. If, during the computation of
f0i (k) (G0 ), the value of f1i (k )(G1 ) is needed but is not computed yet, then we recursively demand
to compute it; note that k1 = k , 1, i.e., the computation always uses values from the previous
iteration, and thus the recursion occurs at most k times. The overall iteration stops when the values
of all f i(G)'s involved stabilize. On-demand evaluation is usually more ecient since it computes
only values needed in computing f0i (G0 ). It is also more general, since it can be used when a nite
abstract domain is not given a priori but certain approximation operations are used to guarantee
termination, as we will see in Section 6.
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

A simple method. To make G nite, we can simply restrict the set of nonterminals to include

only those that denote projections associated with indices for the given program. This makes the
set of nonterminal symbols nite. For any given program, the set of terminal symbols is also nite.
Thus, the number of productions of the form (5) or (7) using these symbols is nite also. So G
is nite. The set of indices should be selected to minimize analysis e ort while preserving precise
analysis results. For example, it could be the set of function parameters, corresponding to the
projection transformers f i.
We describe a way of implementing such a restriction in our analysis. We associate a unique
nonterminal N with each selected index, and we force that the projection associate with such an
index use N as the start symbol and that this projection be referred through N in all uses. If a
projection being computed is not associated with a selected index, we use a temporary nonterminal
as its start symbol, but we force the symbol to be eliminated in the projection that immediately
uses it and is associated with a selected index. This in e ect forces projections obtained from
9

di erent iterations to be combined, possibly approximately, thereby avoiding introduction of an
unbounded number of new nonterminals and ensuring termination.
Example 5.1 For the odd and even example, if we associate nonterminal N1 with the result of
odd1 , associate N2 with the result of even1 , and use N1 and N2 as the respective start symbols, we
reach xed points after three iterations:
(0)
(1)
(2)
(3)

odd1 (ID)
fN1 ) ABo g
fN1 ) Tnil j Tcons(ID; N2 ); N2 ) AB e g
fN1 ) Tnil j Tcons(ID; N2 ); N2 ) Tnil j Tcons(AB; N1 )g
fN1 ) Tnil j Tcons(ID; N2 ); N2 ) Tnil j Tcons(AB; N1 )g

even1 (ID)
fN2 ) ABe g
fN2 ) Tnil j Tcons(AB; N1 ); N1 ) ABo g
fN2 ) Tnil j Tcons(AB; N1 ); N1 ) Tnil j Tcons(ID; N2 )g
fN2 ) Tnil j Tcons(AB; N1 ); N1 ) Tnil j Tcons(ID; N2 )g

We could associate additional nonterminals with other indices, but that would lead to the same
result. For the cut2 example, we can associate a nonterminal N with the result of cut2 , associate
M with the argument of cut2 , and obtain:
cut2 fM ) IDg
fM ) Tcons(AB; Tcons(AB; Tcons2(M ))); M ) IDg = fM ) IDg
(0)
fN ) AB 1 g
same as left
(1)
fN ) Tcons(AB; ID)g same as left
(2)
fN ) Tcons(AB; ID)g same as left
cut2 fM ) Tcons(AB; AB)g
fM ) Tcons(AB; Tcons(AB; Tcons2(M ))); M ) Tcons(AB; AB )g
(0)
fN ) AB1 g
fN ) AB 2 g
(1)
fN ) AB j Tcons(AB; N )g fN ) AB j Tcons(AB; N )g
(2)
fN ) AB j Tcons(AB; N )g fN ) AB j Tcons(AB; N )g

Application-based methods. Even though the above simple method always works, we may

develop appropriate nite grammar abstract domains for particular applications.
As a special example, an incremental program f0 (x; x; r) may use values embedded in r, a
tree of all intermediate results of a previous computation f(x) [27]. In particular, r is obtained
from the de nition of f and has a nite structure. This nite structure is used to de ne a nite
grammar abstract domain. Thus, we can use the above analysis to compute f03 and determine
how much of r is needed in the incremental computation. Using this information, we can prune f
so that it returns only intermediate results that are useful in the incremental computation. This
problem is important in the cache-and-prune method for program improvement [27]. We illustrate
this method with an example.
Example 5.2 Binomial coecient program b(i; j ) computes the number of j -element subsets of
an i-element set for 0  j  i, and it takes exponential time:
b(i; j ) =

if j = 0 _ j = i then 1
else b(i , 1; j , 1) + b(i , 1; j )

We want to obtain a program that eciently computes b(i + 1; j ) by using b(i; j ). Using the cacheand-prune method [27], we (i) cache all intermediate results of b and obtain b, so b = 1st(b(i; j )),
and (ii) incrementalize b and obtain b0 , so b0 (i; j; r) = b(i + 1; j ) for r = b(i; j ):
b(i; j )
= if j = 0 _ j = i then triple(1; ; )
else let v = b(i , 1; j , 1);
u = b(i , 1; j )
in triple(1st(v ) + 1st(u); v; u)

b0 (i; j; r)
= if j = 0 _ j = i + 1 then triple(1; ; )
else if j = i then
let v = b0 (i , 1; j , 1; triple(1; ; ))
in triple(1st(v ) + 1; v; triple(1; ; ))
else let v = b0 (i , 1; j , 1; 2nd(r ))
in triple(1st(v ) + 1st(
r); v; r)
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Note that b0 (i; j; r) takes O(j ) time but r takes exponential space. Using the methods in this paper,
we can prune unnecessary recursive data in r and reduce its space consumption to O(j ).
First, from the de nition of b, we can directly represent the nite structure of r using a grammar

Gb = fS ) Ttriple(ID; AB; AB ) j Ttriple(ID; S; S )g:
Since the rst component of an application of triple contains the result of an application of b, ID in
the grammar Gb is the projection applied to the result, indicating that the result is always needed.
We restrict to a nite domain of grammars where each grammar is obtained from Gb by replacing
uses of nonterminals in the right hand sides with AB 's; in this example, we obtain the following
four grammars:

fS ) Ttriple(ID; AB; AB ) j Ttriple(ID; S; S )g; fS ) Ttriple(ID; AB; AB ) j Ttriple(ID; AB; S )g;
fS ) Ttriple(ID; AB; AB ) j Ttriple(ID; S; AB )g; fS ) Ttriple(ID; AB; AB )g:
Then, for incremental computation, we need only parts of r, in particular, the closure of the
dependencies computed from G0 = fS ) Ttriple(ID; AB; AB )g and Gk+1 = b03 (Gk ) [27]. So, we
de ne b03 , which speci es how much of r is needed in computing b0 (i; j; r):
b03 (G) = (b03 ((Gtriple )triple _ Gtriple ))triple _ (Gtriple )triple _ Gtriple :
Finally, we compute b03 (G0 ) and reach a xed point G1 = fS ) Ttriple(ID; AB; AB ) j Ttriple(ID; S; AB )g,
and we compute b03 (G1 ) and reach the same xed point. So, G1 is the closure.
1

(0)
(1)
(2)
(3)

1

2

2

b03 (fS ) Ttriple(ID; AB; AB)g)

AB 1
fS ) Ttriple(ID; AB 1 ; AB)g
fS ) Ttriple(ID; AB; AB ) j Ttriple(ID; S; AB )g
fS ) Ttriple(ID; AB; AB ) j Ttriple(ID; S; AB )g

(0)
(1)
(2)
(3)

1

1

3

b03 (fS ) Ttriple(ID; AB; AB) j Ttriple(ID; S; AB)g)

AB 1
fS ) Ttriple(ID; AB 1 ; AB)g
fS ) Ttriple(ID; AB; AB ) j Ttriple(ID; S; AB )g
fS ) Ttriple(ID; AB; AB ) j Ttriple(ID; S; AB )g

As we will see in Section 7, according to G1 , we can simply replace the third component of
a triple constructor with ; this is done in the second and third branch of b0 . We obtain an
incremental program that takes O(j ) time and O(j ) space:
b0 (i; j; r)
= if j = 0 _ j = i + 1 then triple(1; ; )
else if j = i then
let v = b0 (i , 1; j , 1; triple(1; ; ))
in triple(1st(v ) + 1; v; )
else let v = b0 (i , 1; j , 1; 2nd(
r))
in triple(1st(v ) + 1st(
r); v; )

Furthermore, this ecient incremental program can also be used to form a new program b1 (i; j )
that computes b(i; j ) in O(i  j ) time and O(j ) space, which are asymptotically optimal:
b (i; j ) = if j = 0 _ j = i then triple(1; ; )
b1 (i; j ) = 1st(b1 (i; j ))
0
1

else let

r = b1 (i , 1; j ) in b (i , 1; j; r)

6 Approximation operations
We describe three approximation operations. The rst one guarantees that each transformer needs
to be applied on only a nite number of arguments. The second one guarantees that the results
of all transformer applications stabilize after a nite number of iterations. The third one combines
two grammars to give the most precise deterministic grammar.
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Approximating the argument projections. The goal is to guarantee that each transformer
i

f i needs to be computed on only a nite number of argument projections. We compute f0 (G0 )
iteratively and in an on-demand fashion. For each transformer f i , we keep a list of all arguments
on which it has been called. In computing f0i (k) (G0 ) for each k, we keep a stack of all transformer applications needed. If, while some f1i (k ) (G1 ) is in the stack, we need to recursively call
f1i (k ,1) (G2 ) for a new argument G2 to f1i , then we need to make sure that f1i does not run into
in nitely many new arguments. Note that, since G2 is a new argument, it must be that k1 = 1.
As a safe case, if size(G2 ) < size(G1 ) for a given well-founded measure size, then we continue the
0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

normal on-demand evaluation. Since each regular tree grammar corresponds to a nite automata,
which can be minimized [14], we can use the number of states as the measure.
If size(G2 ) 6< size(G1 ), then we obtain, symbolically, from G2 and the de nition of f1i (G),
a grammar G02 that is a sucient approximation of G2 and possible future arguments that can
be obtained following the pattern of this recursive call, and we use f1i (k ,1) (G02 ) in place of
f1i (k ,1) (G2 ). We construct G02 as follows. First, let S denote the start symbol of G in the
de nition of f1i (G), and let S 0 denote the start symbol of G0 in the recursive call f1i (G0 ) that
corresponds to the call f1i (k ,1) (G2 ). Then, represent S 0 symbolically in terms of S by following the de nition of f1i (G) syntactically, which possibly involves other transformer applications
in between, and obtain fS 0 ) :::; :::; ::: ) :::S:::g. Finally, let S2 denote the start symbol of G2 ,
and de ne G02 = fS ) S2 ; S ) S 0 g, where the productions for S2 and S 0 are as in G2 and G0 ,
respectively.
We have G2  G02 and thus f1i (k ,1) (G2 )  f1i (k ,1) (G02 ). Therefore, the suciency conditions
still hold. Also, in computing f1i (k ,1) (G02 ), the corresponding recursive call to f1i will have the
same argument G02 , and thus there can no longer be growth of argument projections of this pattern.
In particular, if G2 and possible future arguments form an increasing chain, then G02 is the least
upper bound; if G2 and possible future arguments form a decreasing chain, then G02 is a conservative
approximation that equals G2 but is greater than the rest.
Actually, we can let the approximation start from G1 instead of G2 , i.e., let S1 denote the start
symbol of G1 , de ne G01 = fS ) S1 ; S ) S 0 g, and restart to compute f1i (k ,1) (G01 ) in place of
f1i (k ,1) (G1 ). This is easy since k1 = 1. This actually makes the manipulation easier since G01
avoids one round of grammar unfolding that resulted in G02 .
Example 6.1 Consider the transformer cut2 . If S is the start symbol for G, and S 0 is the start
symbol for G0 = ((Gcons )cons )cons , then
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

S 0 ) Tcons(AB; M ); M ) Tcons(AB; N ); N ) Tcons (S ); i :e :; S 0 ) Tcons(AB; Tcons(AB; Tcons (S ))):
2

2

In computing cut2 (ID), we have G1 = ID, and we obtain G01 = fS ) ID; S ) S 0 g = fS ) IDg.
It reaches a xed point after two iterations:
cut2 ID
(0)
AB1
(1)
fS ) Tcons(AB; N ); N ) ID j AB1 g

G01

same as left
same as left

simplify:

(2)

fS ) Tcons(AB; ID)g
fS ) Tcons(AB; N ); N ) ID j Tcons(AB; N ); N ) ID j AB g same as left
simplify:

1

1

1

fS ) Tcons(AB; ID)g

In computing cut2 (fS ) Tcons(AB; AB )g), we have G1 = fS ) Tcons(AB; AB )g, and we obtain
G01 = fS ) Tcons(AB; AB ); S ) S 0 g = fS ) Tcons(AB; AB ) j Tcons(AB; Tcons(AB; Tcons (S )))g = fS )
2
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Tcons(AB; AB ) j Tcons(AB; S )g. We see that cut2 (G01 ) reaches a xed point after two iterations:
cut2 fS ) Tcons(AB; AB)g
(0)
AB 1
(1)
fS ) Tcons(AB; AB2 )g
simplify:

(2)

G01
AB2
fS ) Tcons(AB; N ); N ) Tcons(AB; N ) j AB2 g
simplify:

fS ) Tcons(AB; AB)g
fS ) Tcons(AB; AB ) j Tcons(AB; S )g
fS ) Tcons(AB; AB) j Tcons(AB; S )g fS ) Tcons(AB; AB ) j Tcons(AB; S )g

Approximating the resulting projections after each iteration. To guarantee that all

f i(G)'s involved stabilize after a nite number of iterations, we use a widening operation. The
idea of widening was rst proposed by Cousot and Cousot [11]. A widening operation G1 O G2 of
two grammars G1 and G2 has two properties:
1. G1  G1 O G2 and G2  G1 O G2 .
2. For all increasing chains G(0) , ..., G(k) , G(k+1) ; ::: in the abstract domain,
the chain GO (0) = G(0) , ..., GO (k+1) = GO (k) O G(k+1) ; ::: eventually stabilizes.
To compute f0i (G0 ), we compute f0i O (0) (G0 ) = AB and f0i O (k+1) (G0 ) = f0i O (k) (G0 ) O f0i (Ok+1) (G0 ),
where f0i O(k+1) (G0O) is computed in an on-demand fashion by using the values of f iO (k) 's rather than
f i(k) 's, until all f i (G)'s involved stabilize. This approximates the possibly non-existing xed-point,
0

0

0

0

0

0

forcing the iteration to terminate while guaranteeing that the suciency conditions are satis ed.
Widening operations have been de ned implicitly [4, 38] or explicitly [12] for regular tree grammars. The idea is to
enforce the use of deterministic
regular tree grammars, i.e., grammars that
s
s
n
n
0
do not produce N ) c (N1 ; :::; Nn ) and N ) c (N1 ; :::; Nn0 ). For grammars with only productions
of the form (5), this means that the grammars do not have two di erent productions of the form
N ) cn (N1 ; :::; Nn ) and N ) cn (N10 ; :::; Nn0 ). Finding an appropriate widening operation is dicult. For example, we found that the so-called widening operation proposed by Cousot and Cousot
[12] does not satisfy the second condition in the de nition. We describe below an appropriate
widening operation for regular-tree-grammar-based projections.
To facilitate widening, for every f i (G) used in the iteration, we associate a unique tag with
its initial value AB . Also, after each iteration, we turn the resulting projection into an equivalent
grammar whose production set contains only productions of the form (5).
The algorithm for computing G1 O G2 consists of repeatedly applying to G = G1 _ G2 the
following three steps:
1. Replace the productions N ) Tc(Ni1 ; :::; Nin ) for i = 1::m where m > 1 with the production
N ) Tc(N1 ; :::; Nn ) and the productions Nj ) Nij for i = 1::m and j = 1::n, where N1 ; :::; Nn
are nonterminals not used in G.
2. For each Nij , replace all its occurrences in all productions by Nj . If Nj ) AB tag for an AB tag ,
replaced all occurrences of the AB tag in all productions by Nj .
3. Simplify the resulting grammar, i.e., eliminate useless productions such as M ) M or M1 )
M2 where M1 is not reachable from the start symbol. Note that an AB may be simpli ed
away, but an AB tag is treated as a special terminal that can not be simpli ed away, e.g.,
N ) AB tag j Tnil can not be simpli ed to N ) Tnil .
Each iteration makes one nonterminal N in G1 and G2 to be on the left hand side of one production
of the form N ) Tc(N1 ; :::; Nn ). Therefore, at most O(N1 + N2 ) iterations are needed. Note that
this assumes that for each nonterminal N , there are a constant number of terminals Tc such that
N ) Tc(N1 ; :::; Nn ). A more careful analysis is straightforward.
When the overall calculation terminates, simply take out the tag on any remaining tagged AB .
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Example 6.2 We compute odd1 O(k+1) (ID) = odd1 O(k) (ID) O odd1 (Ok+1) (ID) and even1 O (k+1)(ID) =
even1 O (k) (ID) O even1 (Ok+1) (ID) for the
odd and even example. They stabilize after four iterations.
O
1
(
k
+1)
The widenings for computing odd
(ID) are given in detail; the widenings for computing
even1 O (k+1) (ID) are similar.
(0)
(1)

(2)

(3)

odd1 O (ID)

even1 O (ID)

fS ) Tnil j
fS ) Tnil j
Tcons(ID; AB e )g
Tcons(AB; AB o)g
fS ) Tnil j
fS ) Tnil j
Tcons(ID; N );
Tcons(AB; M );
N )ABe j
M )AB o j
Tnil j
Tnil j
Tcons(AB; AB o)g
Tcons(ID; AB e )g
fS ) Tnil j
fS ) Tnil j
Tcons(ID; N );
Tcons(AB; M );
N )AB e j
M )ABo j
Tnil j
Tnil j
Tcons(AB; M );
Tcons(ID; N );
M ) Tnil j
N ) Tnil j
Tcons(ID; AB e )g
Tcons(AB; AB o)g
2

2

2

2

odd1 O (ID)
AB o
fS ) AB o j
Tnil j Tcons(ID; ABe )g
combine productions for S :
fS ) AB o j Tnil j Tcons(ID; N1 );
N1 ) AB e j N;
N ) AB e j Tnil j Tcons(AB; ABo )g
replace ABe and N by N1 :
fS ) AB o j Tnil j Tcons(ID; N1 );
N1 ) Tnil j Tcons(AB; AB o)g
combine productions for S :
fS ) AB o j Tnil j Tcons(ID; N3 );
N3 ) N1 j N2
N1 ) Tnil j Tcons(AB; AB o);
N2 ) AB e j Tnil j Tcons(AB; M );
M ) Tnil j Tcons(ID; ABe )g
replace N1 and N2 by N3 :
fS ) AB o j Tnil j Tcons(ID; N3 );
N3 ) Tnil j Tcons(AB; AB o);
N3 ) AB e j Tnil j Tcons(AB; M );
M ) Tnil j Tcons(ID; ABe )g
combine productions for N3 :
fS ) AB o j Tnil j Tcons(ID; N3 );
N3 ) AB e j Tnil j Tcons(AB; M11 );
M11 ) AB o j M;
M ) Tnil j Tcons(ID; ABe )g
replace ABo and M by M11 :
fS ) M11 j Tnil j Tcons(ID; N3 );
N3 ) AB e j Tnil j Tcons(AB; M11 );
M11 ) Tnil j Tcons(ID; ABe )g
combine productions for S :
fS ) Tnil j Tcons(ID; N4 );
N4 ) N3 j AB e ;
N3 ) AB e j Tnil j Tcons(AB; M11 );
M11 ) Tnil j Tcons(ID; ABe )g
replace N3 and ABe by N4 :
fS ) Tnil j Tcons(ID; N4 );
N4 ) Tnil j Tcons(AB; M11 );
M11 ) Tnil j Tcons(ID; N4 )g
simplify:

fS ) Tnil j Tcons(ID; N );
N ) Tnil j Tcons(AB; S )g
fS ) Tnil j Tcons(ID; N );
N ) Tnil j Tcons(AB; S )g
4

(4)

:::

:::

4

4

4

even1 O (ID)
AB e
fS ) AB e j
Tnil j Tcons(ID; ABo )g

similarly as left:

fS ) AB e j Tnil j Tcons(AB; M );
M ) Tnil j Tcons(ID; AB e )g
1

1

similarly as left:
fS ) Tnil j Tcons(AB; M4 );
M4 ) Tnil j Tcons(ID; S )g
fS ) Tnil j Tcons(AB; M4 );
M4 ) Tnil j Tcons(ID; S )g

This widening operation leads to iterations that always terminate, for two reasons. First, by
Step 1, the number of productions for a nonterminal is nite, since the number of constructors in
a given program is nite; also, each production has a nite right hand side. Second, by Step 2,
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the number of nonterminals is bounded, because more nonterminals are introduced only when the
resulting projections grow as a result of recursive calls, but the replacements stop such growth by
forcing the values of recursive calls to be approximated using existing nonterminals. To be precise,
the potential sources of growth are tagged AB 's in the resulting projections after each iteration,
because each tagged AB comes from an application f i (G) whose approximations may form a strictly
increasing chain. For any tagged AB 's, say, AB f i (G) , if it is indeed a source of growth, then after
a nite number of iterations, it occurs as an argument in a constructor application (otherwise, all
tagged AB 's do not occur as arguments of constructors after any nite number of iterations, we
will reach a xed point), and after another nite number of iterations, the position where AB f i (G)
occurs is replaced by something else, say Z (otherwise, the positions of all tagged AB 's remain
unchanged after any nite number of iterations, we will reach a xed point). Then, in the widening
after this iteration, we have, among other productions, N ) Tc(N11 ; :::N1n ), N1j ) AB f i (G) ,
N ) Tc(N21 ; :::N2n ), and N2j ) Z . By a use of Step 1, they will be replaced by N ) Tc(N1 ; :::Nn ),
Nj ) N1j , Nj ) N2j , N1j ) AB f i (G) , and N2j ) Z ; then, by a use of Step 2, all occurrences of
AB f i (G) , as well as N1j , will be replaced by Nj . Therefore, Nj approximates the result of f i (G)
at all its occurrences, which stops the growth that comes from this result. Since there is a nite
number of f i (G)'s, i.e., uniquely tagged AB 's, in the worse case, they will all be replaced by some
nonterminals, and we reach a xed point.
In particular, if the de nition of f0i (G0 ) forms recursive equations that involve only a nite
set of f1i (G1 )'s, then the corresponding grammar G0 , formed from these recursive equations by
associating with each f1i (G1 ) a unique nonterminal, is the least xed point of the equations. For
example, the de nitions of odd1 (ID ) and even1 (ID) form recursive equations:
0

1

1

odd1 (ID) = Tnil j Tcons(ID; even1 (ID))
even1 (ID) = Tnil j Tcons(AB; odd1 (ID))
from which we obtain:
odd1 (ID ) = fN1 ) Tnil j Tcons(ID; N2 ); N2 ) Tnil j Tcons(AB; N1 )g
even1 (ID) = fN2 ) Tnil j Tcons(AB; N1 ); N1 ) Tnil j Tcons(ID; N2 )g
To prove that this claim is true, assume that G00 is the least xed point. Notice that any sentence
generated by G0 must be generated by G00 . Thus, by de nition, G0  G00 , i.e., G0 must be the least
xed point. Our widening operation gives precisely this least xed point in such a case. However,
this result allows us to obtain the least xed point without the iterative computation.

Approximating the resulting projections within each iteration. To make the overall analysis results more precise, we developed another approximation operation G1 _ G2 for two deterministic grammars G1 and G2 . G1 _ G2 is the most precise deterministic grammar above G1 and G2 ,
i.e., G1  G1 _ G2 and G2  G1 _ G2 and, for all deterministic G such that G1  G and G2  G,
G1 _ G2  G.
The algorithm for computing G1 _ G2 consists of repeatedly applying to G = G1 _ G2 the

following three steps:
1. Replace
the productions N ) Z for all Z with the productions N ) R for all R such that
s
N ) R. Replace the productions N ) Tc(Ni1; :::; Nin ) for i = 1; 2 with the production
N ) Tc(N1 ; :::; Nn ) and the productions Nj ) Nij for i = 1; 2 and j = 1::n, where N1 ; :::; Nn
are nonterminals not used in G.
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2. For each Nj , if there is a nonterminal Nj0 not in G1 or G2 such that Nj0 ) Nij for i = 1; 2,
then replace all occurrences of Nj by Nj0 .
3. Simplify the resulting grammar, i.e., eliminate useless productions such as M ) M or M1 )
M2 where M1 is not reachable from the start symbol. Note that AB 's may be simpli ed away,
e.g., N ) AB j Tnil may be simpli ed to N ) Tnil .
Each Nij involved is a nonterminal in G1 or G2 . Therefore, at most O(N1 N2 ) iterations are needed;
similar to the analysis of widening, this
assumes that for each nonterminal N , there are a constant
s T (N ; :::; N ). Note that this is also the order of the size of
number of terminals Tc such that N )
c 1
n
the resulting grammar. So, this algorithm is optimal in this sense.

Example 6.3 Suppose grammar G1 projects every second (2nth) element in a list, and grammar
G2 projects every third (3nth) element:






Tnil ;
A ) Tnil ;
S2 ) Tnil ;
A1 ) Tnil ;
A2 ) Tnil ;
G1 = SS11 )
) Tcons(AB; A); A ) Tcons(ID; S1 ) ; G2 = S2 ) Tcons(AB; A1 ); A1 ) Tcons(AB; A2 ); A2 ) Tcons(ID; S2 )



G1 never uses the 2n + 1th elements, and G2 never uses the 3n + 1th and the 3n + 2th elements.
Combining them, we obtain G = G1 _ G2 , which never uses the 6n +1th and the 6n +5th elements.
iteration step compute the least upper bound: S ) S1 ; where productions with S1 and S2 are as above.
1

1

2

1

3

1

4

1

5

1

6

1

6

2

S ) S2

combine S ) S1 ) Tnil ; combine S ) S1 ) Tcons(AB; A) : S ) Tnil ;
B ) A;
S ) S2 ) Tnil
S ) S2 ) Tcons(AB; A1 ) S ) Tcons(AB; B ); B ) A1
combine B ) A ) Tnil ; combine B ) A ) Tcons(ID; S1 ) : B ) Tnil ;
C ) S1 ;
B ) A1 ) Tnil
B ) A1 ) Tcons(AB; A2 ) B ) Tcons(ID; C ); C ) A2
combine C ) S1 ) Tnil ; combine C ) S1 ) Tcons(AB; A) : C ) Tnil ;
D ) A;
C ) A2 ) Tnil
C ) A2 ) Tcons(ID; S2 ) C ) Tcons(ID; D); D ) S2
combine D ) A ) Tnil ; combine D ) A ) Tcons(ID; S1 ) : D ) Tnil ;
E ) S1 ;
D ) S2 ) Tnil
D ) S2 ) Tcons(AB; A1 ) D ) Tcons(ID; E ); E ) A1
combine E ) S1 ) Tnil ; combine E ) S1 ) Tcons(AB; A) : E ) Tnil ;
F ) A;
E ) A1 ) Tnil
E ) A1 ) Tcons(AB; A2 ) E ) Tcons(AB; F ); E ) A2
combine F ) A ) Tnil ; combine F ) A ) Tcons(ID; S1 ) : F ) Tnil ;
G ) S1 ;
F ) A2 ) Tnil
F ) A2 ) Tcons(ID; S2 ) F ) Tcons(ID; G); G ) S2 ;
replace all occurrences of G by S , i.e., replace F ) Tcons(ID; G) by F ) Tcons(ID; S ):

Simpli cations at each step are straightforward and thus are not shown explicitly. We obtain:


) Tnil ;
B ) Tnil ;
C ) Tnil ;
D ) Tnil ;
E ) Tnil ;
F ) Tnil ;
G = SS )
Tcons(AB; B ); B ) Tcons(ID; C ); C ) Tcons(ID; D); D ) Tcons(ID; E ); E ) Tcons(AB; F ); F ) Tcons(ID; S )

We can now use G1 _ G2 in place of G1 _ G2 in our analysis. Since G1 _ G2  G1 _ G2 , the
suciency conditions still hold. Moreover, even though G1 _ G2 may give a less precise grammar
than G1 _ G2 when used within one iteration by making G1 _ G2 deterministic, when combined with
the widening operation after each iteration, which gives a much less precise deterministic grammar,
the overall analysis result is more precise than not using the G1 _ G2 operation.
These approximation operations are designed for fully general regular-tree-grammar-based projections. Applying them allows us to approximate the possibly non-existing xed-points and at the
same time obtain quite precise analysis results. The resulting grammars are not from any xed
abstract domain; they follow from the structures of programs and their sizes are bounded by certain
functions of program sizes.
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7 Analyzing and eliminating dead computations
Given a projection G0 that describes how much of the result of a function f0 is live, we can compute
for each subexpression in the function de nitions an associated projection describing how much of
the value of the subexpression is live and then eliminate dead subexpressions. This is easy based
on the analysis in Section 4.
First, the de nitions are similar. The projection that is applied to the result of a function is the
projection that is applied to its de ning expression. The projection applied to each subexpression
can be computed from the projection applied to its super expression. For example, if the projection
applied to an expression c(e1 ; :::; en ) is G, then the projection applied to its subexpression ei is Gci ;
if the projection applied to an expression f (e1 ; :::; en ) is G, then the projection applied to the result
of f is G, and the projection applied to the subexpression ei is f i (G), which can be computed as
in Section 4.
Then, we compute all the projections by starting at G0 for the result of f0 and AB for all other
indices and iterating using the above de nitions. The same methods can be used to guarantee
termination.
Finally, we eliminate all dead computations in a program by replacing all subexpressions whose
associated projections are AB with . For example, for the function b0 in Example 5.2, we replace
the third component in the second and third branch with . We can save more space by replacing
constructors to remove dead components completely. For example, we can replace triple by pair,
with overloaded selectors 1st and 2nd, and obtain:
b0 (i; j; r)
= if j = 0 _ j = i + 1 then pair(1; )
else if j = i then
let v = b0 (i , 1; j , 1; pair(1; ))
in pair(1st(v ) + 1; v )
else let v = b0 (i , 1; j , 1; 2nd(
r))
in pair(1st(v ) + 1st(r); v )

Our transformation preserves semantics in the sense that, if the original program terminates
with a value that is not an error, then the new program terminates with the same value.
If the original program does not terminate, or terminates with an error, such as dividing by zero
or selecting from a wrong construction, the new program may or may not behave the same. The
di erences are (i) if the original program does not terminate, then the new program may terminate
with a value or with an error and (ii) if the original program terminates with an error, the new
program may terminate with a value or a di erent error. We can make our analysis more careful
so that the new program behaves the same as the original one on more inputs that cause error.
Reps and Turnidge do this partially by doing a separate shape analysis [36], but they do not report
any error after all. In any case, errors can be handled only partially due to undecidabilities, thus
we can not make the optimized program behave exactly the same as the original program. This
di erence is unavoidable for our language that has call-by-value semantics. We can eliminate such
di erence for a similar language with appropriate call-by-name semantics. We choose call-by-value
because it is more widely used.

8 Applications and discussions
Our analyses and transformations help understand and optimize programs, as well as modify and
reuse programs.
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Typed languages. We describe our methods for an untyped language, but they apply to typed
languages as well. For a typed language, possible values are restricted also by type information
so that the overall analysis results can be more precise, e.g., type information about the value of
an expression e can help restrict the set CON in computing ev (CON ) for some variable v. In a
typed language, we can also obtain a nite grammar abstract domain directly from the data type
information and use it to guarantee the termination of the analysis.
Typing. Our analysis can be viewed as automatic inference of a special kind of type information
that helps understand and check programs. For computing the result of a program, if a projection
G is associated with a variable, then that much of the data is possibly needed. In any particular
run, less than G could actually be needed, but otherwise the data must be consistent with G. This
type information also indicates dead data parts whose types are not of interest. In the presence of
recursive data types, it determines partially dead recursive types.
Slicing. Starting at a particular index in the program, not necessarily the nal result of the
entire program, the analysis helps slice out data and computations that are possibly needed for
that index. This is called backward slicing [42], and it helps debug and reuse program pieces. It is
essentially dead code analysis used for other software engineering purposes. It can also be regarded
as a kind of program specialization with respect to program output [36].
Dead code elimination. This is a most traditional compiler optimization [3] and is a most
straightforward application of our analysis and transformation. Since programmers do not intentionally write much dead code, this optimization is usually most e ective when combined with other
code optimizations or reorganizations, such as deforestation, incrementalization, and code reuse.
Deforestation and fusion. These optimizations combine function applications to avoid building
large intermediate results, i.e., results of function calls to be passed as arguments to other function calls [40, 7]. To guarantee that the optimizations can be done e ectively, the functions and
subexpressions involved must satisfy certain conditions, e.g., be in blazed treeless forms [40]. Our
analysis can help identify dead functions and subexpressions not satisfying these conditions and
prune them out, thus making deforestation more widely applicable.
Incrementalization, nite di erencing, and strength reduction. These optimizations focus on
nding and replacing subcomputations whose values can be retrieved from the result of a previous
computation, and they can often achieve asymptotic speedup [8, 32, 28, 26]. Dead code elimination
is the last step in such optimizations; it removes computations whose values were used in computing
the replaced subcomputations and is crucial for the overall speedup.
Caching intermediate results for program improvement. This is related to incrementalization,
as has been discussed in Section 4. However, the cache-and-prune method [27] allows us to achieve
drastic program optimizations that are not possible otherwise. We have used this method in deriving
a collection of dynamic programming programs found in standard texts [2, 34, 10]. Powerful and
automatic pruning techniques are essential in such optimizations.
The methods in this paper are being implemented in the Synthesizer Generator [35]. The
implementation involves ecient algorithms on regular tree grammars and their uses in program
analysis [4, 29].

9 Related work and conclusion
Our backward dependence analysis uses domain projections to specify sucient information. Wadler
and Hughes use projections for strictness analysis [41]. Their analysis is also backward but seeks
necessary rather than sucient information, and it uses a xed nite abstract domain for all programs. Launchbury uses projections for binding-time analysis of partially static data structures in
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partial evaluation [24]. It is a forward analysis and is proved equivalent to strictness analysis [25].
Mogensen also uses projections, based on grammars in particular, to do binding-time analysis, but
he uses only a restricted class of regular tree grammars [31].
Several analyses are in the same spirit as ours, even though some do not use the name projection.
The necessity interpretation by Jones and Le Metayer [21] uses necessity patterns that correspond
to projections. Necessity patterns specify only heads and tails of list values. The absence analysis
by Hughes [18] uses the name context in place of projection. Even if it is extended for recursive
data types, it handles only a nite domain of list contexts where every head context and every tail
context is the same. The analysis for pruning by Liu and Teitelbaum [27] uses projections to specify
speci c components of tuple values and thus provide more accurate information. However, methods
used there for handling unbounded growth of such projections are crude. The analysis in this
paper represents projections using regular tree grammars extended with live and dead, which more
precisely describe partially dead data structures and more naturally guarantee bounded growth.
The idea of using regular tree grammars for program ow analysis is due to Jones and Muchnick
[19], where it is used mainly for shape analysis and hence for improving storage allocation. It is
later used to describe other data ow information such as types and binding times [30, 31, 5, 38, 36].
In particular, the analysis for backward slicing by Reps and Turnidge [36] explicitly adopts regular
tree grammars to represent projections. It is closest in goal and scope to our analysis. However, it
uses only a limited class of regular tree grammars, in which each nonterminal appears on the left
hand side of one production, and each right hand side is one of ve forms, corresponding to ID,
AB , atom, pair, and atom j pair. Our work uses general regular tree grammars extended with ID
and AB . We also use additional production forms, such as selector form, to make the framework
more exible. Compared with that work, we also handle more program constructs, namely, binding
expressions and user-de ned constructors of arbitrary arity. To summarize, our analysis applies
to general recursive data constructions and produces more precise analysis results than previous
methods.
We believe that our treatment is also more rigorous, since we adopt the view that regular-treegrammar-based program analysis is also abstract interpretation [12]. We extend the grammars and
handle ID and AB specially in grammar ordering, equivalence, and approximation operations. Our
transformers for dead code analysis are general. Our methods for computing them terminate by
either using appropriate nite grammar domains or combining carefully designed approximation
operations. In particular, we describe how to use nite grammar domains for pruning analysis in
a new application [27], and we develop a previously unknown approximation operation that allows
us to compute very precise analysis result. Such operations are dicult to design, e.g., we found
that the so-called widening operation given in a previous work [12] may still lead to an in nitely
increasing chain. While regular-tree-grammar-based program analysis can be reformulated as setconstraint-based analysis [16, 17, 12], we do not know any work that treats precise dead code
analysis as we do.
To conclude, the overall goal is to analyze dead data and eliminate computations on them across
recursions and loops, possibly interleaved with wrappers like classes in object oriented programming styles. This paper discusses techniques for recursion. The basic ideas should extend to loops.
A recent work has just started this direction; it extends slicing to symbolically capture particular
iterations in a loop [33]. Object-oriented programming style is used widely, but cross-class optimization heavily depends on inlining, which often causes code blow-up. Grammar-based analysis
and transformation used for cross-class optimization without inlining.
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